Section officers and board members with titles:

- **Officers**
  - Professor João Marcelo Vedovotto - PhD, Chair.
  - Professor Mona Lisa Moura de Oliveira - PhD - Vice Chair

- **Board Members**
  - Professor Rafael Catapan - PhD, Professor Fernando Luiz Sacomano Filho - PhD, Professor Ana Paula Mattos - PhD, Professor Christian J. R. Coronado - PhD, Ricardo Serfaty - PhD, Marina Weyl Costa - PhD.

Members of the section:

- **Active Members** 242
- **Non-Student Members** 233
- **Student Members** 9

Has the section revised its by-laws since 2020?

- **No**

Section meetings and workshops since 2018:

- **Section Meetings**
  - October, 22nd: Virtual Meeting at the VII School of Combustion

- **Workshops**
  - VIII School of Combustion; Approximately 100 attendees

Other activities:

- Hosting the VIII School of combustion, held virtually in Fortaleza, CE, Brazil

Awards given by section:

- **N/A**

Special achievements attained by section members:

- During the pandemic, the possibility of hosting the VIII School of Combustion is noteworthy. The attendance was higher than anticipated, and the overall impression of the courses and presented papers exceed the expectations.

Does your Section plan to organize the international Combustion Institute Summer School (CI-SS)?

- **Yes**

If you selected "Yes" which year will it be carried out?

- **2023**

Other information you may want to report:

- **N/A**